Abstract. We show that if H is an effectively completely decomposable computable torsion-free abelian group, then there is a computable copy G of H such that G has computable orders but not orders of every (Turing) degree.
such that X ∪ X −1 = G and X ∩ X −1 = {0 G }, where X −1 := {−g | g ∈ X}. We 
50
The definitions for ordered fields are much the same, and we let X(F) denote 
54
Classically, a field F is orderable if and only if it is formally real, i.e., if −1 F
55
is not a sum of squares in F; and an abelian group G is orderable if and only if 56 it is torsion-free, i.e., if g ∈ G and g = 0 G implies ng = 0 G for all n ∈ N with 57 n > 0. In both cases, the effective version of the classical result is false: Rabin we can determine whether i ∈ D.
145
In Section 2, we present background algebraic information. In Section 3, we
146
give the proof of Theorem 1.5. In Section 4, we state some generalizations of our 147 results, present some related open questions, and finish with remarks concerning 148 the following general question.
149
Question 1.7. Describe the possible degree spectra of orders X(G) on a computable 150 presentation G of a computable torsion-free abelian group.
151
Our notation is mostly standard. In particular we use the following convention into Q ω = ⊕ i∈ω Q (with its standard computable presentation) by fixing a nonzero 168 element h i ∈ H i for each i and mapping H i into Q as above. Therefore, we will
169
often treat H as a computably enumerable subgroup of Q ω , and, in particular, treat 170 elements in each H i subgroup as rationals.
171
The second fact we need is Levi's Theorem (see [19] and [1] ) giving classical 172 algebraic invariants for rank one groups called Baer sequences. The Baer sequence 173 of a rank one group is a function of the form f : ω → ω∪{∞} modulo the equivalence 174 relation ∼ defined on such functions by f ∼ g if and only if f (n) = g(n) for at most 175 finitely many n and only when neither f (n) nor g(n) is equal to ∞.
176
To define the Baer sequence of a rank one group H, fix a nonzero element h ∈ H
177
and let {p i } i∈ω denote the prime numbers in increasing order (later, for notational 178 convenience, we alter the indexing to start with one). For a prime p, we say p Fix an effectively completely decomposable group H = ⊕ i∈ω H i as in the state-187 ment of Theorem 1.5. We divide the proof into three steps. First, we describe 188 our general method of building the computable copy G = (G; + G , 0 G ) which is ∆ 
194
The group G is constructed in stages, with G s denoting the finite set of elements it is declared, so we maintain
for all x, y, z ∈ G s . Furthermore, for any pair of elements x, y ∈ G s , we ensure the 200 existence of a stage t and an element z ∈ G t such that we declare x + t y = z.
201
To define the addition function, we use an approximation {b will not be effectively decomposable, the group G will decompose classically into a 208 countable direct sum using the basis B = {b 0 , b 1 , b 2 , . . .}.
209
At stage 0, we begin with G 0 := {0, 1}. We let 0 denote the zero element 0 G and to be one-to-one, and the zero element 0 G is always assigned the empty sum. It 216 will often be convenient to extend such a sum by adding more approximate basis 217 elements on the end of the sum with coefficients of zero. We define the partial 218 function + s on G s by letting x + s y = z (for x, y, z ∈ G s ) if the assigned sums for x 219 and y add together to form the assigned sum for z.
220
For each i ∈ ω, we fix a nonzero element h i ∈ H i and embed 
235
For each g ∈ G s (viewed as an element of G s+1 ), we define q 
239
We add two new elements to G s+1 , labeling the first by b integers m 1 and m 2 . (We will specify properties of these integers below.) In either case, the index k will be even and greater than the basis restraint K and j, k < .
251
We assign g ∈ G s the same sum except we replace each b 
at stage s (where we have added zero coefficients if necessary) to
at stage s+1. Therefore, we set q We define N is the first tuple of rationals we find such that n ≤ s, q
stage s for all i ≤ n, and this sum is not already assigned to any element of G s+1 .
269
This completes the description of G s+1 in this case.
270
We note several trivial properties of the transformations of sums in Case 2. First, 
275
We also require two additional properties which place some restrictions on the (which we will verify when we describe the diagonalization process), we can assume 281 they are chosen to maintain the one-to-one assignment of sums to elements of G s+1 .
282
The second property is that for each g ∈ G s+1 , we need each coefficient q (which will be verified in the diagonalization description).
291
Lemma 3.1. For g ∈ G s , the coefficients in the assigned sum q 
k , then for all i ∈ {j, k} the condition holds as above.
305
For the index j, we have q 
309
Let g ∈ G. Suppose there is a stage t such that g is assigned a sum q
that is not later changed in the sense that, for all stages u ≥ t, the element g is case, we refer to this sum as the limiting sum for g and denote it by q 0 b 0 +· · ·+q n b n .
313
Lemma 3.2 (Basic properties of the construction).
314
(1) (a) Each g ∈ G has a limiting sum with coefficients q i satisfying q i N i ∈ H i .
315
(b) For each rational tuple q 0 , . . . , q n such that q n = 0 and q i N i ∈ H i for 316 all i ≤ n, there is an element g ∈ G such that the limiting sum for g
then the limiting sums for x and y add to form the limiting sum for z.
320
(b) For each pair x, y ∈ G s , there is a stage t ≥ s and an element z ∈ G t 321 such that x + t y = z.
322
(c) For each x ∈ G s , there is a stage t ≥ s and an element z ∈ G t such 323 that x + t z = 0 G .
324
Proof. Proof of (1a). When g enters G, it is assigned a sum. The coefficients in we obtain our contradiction).
342
Proof of (2). Property (2a) follows by induction and the fact that x + s y = z implies x + s+1 y = z at each stage s of the construction. For Property (2b), fixing x, y ∈ G s , let u ≥ s be a stage at which x and y have been assigned their limiting sums for all t ≥ u and i ≤ n, we have that q
, there is a stage t ≥ u and an element z ∈ G t assigned 345 to the sum
The proof of Property (2c) is similar.
347
By Properties (1b) and (1a) in Lemma 3.2, the limiting sums of elements of G 348 are exactly the sums q 0 b 0 + · · · + q n b n with q n = 0 and q i N i ∈ H i for all i ≤ n.
349
Using Properties (2a) and (2b) in Lemma 3.2, we define the addition function + G 350 on G by putting x + y = z if and only if there is a stage s such that x + s y = z.
351
Lemma 3.3. The set G is a computable copy of H. 
360
Fix i ∈ ω. The group G i is a rank one group which is isomorphic to the subgroup 361 of (Q, + Q ) consisting of the rationals q such that qN i ∈ H i . Thus, calculating 362 the Baer sequence for G i using the rational 1 Q , we note that for any prime p j , 
for all x, y ∈ G s . Typically, the relation ≤ s will not describe the ordering between 371 every pair of elements of G s , but it will have the property that for every pair of 372 elements x, y ∈ G s , there is a stage t ≥ s at which we declare x ≤ t y or y ≤ t x, and 373 not both unless x = y. Since we will be considering several orderings on G, for an
given a 1 , a 2 ∈ R, we let (a 1 , a 2 ) ≤ R denote the interval {a ∈ R | a 1 < R a < R a 2 }.
376
To specify the computable order on G, we build a ∆ i ≥ 1, we will assign (in the limit of our construction) a real number r i to the basis 380 element b i such that r i is a positive rational multiple of √ p i . We choose the r i 381 in this manner so that they are algebraically independent over Q. If the element 382 g ∈ G is assigned a limiting sum
2 -map into R sends g to the real q 0 r 0 + · · · + q n r n . It also sends 0 G to 0.
384
We need to approximate this ∆ 
390
We could generate a computable order on G s by mapping G s into R using a 
396
Because each x ∈ G s is assigned a sum describing its relationship to the current with the exact form depending on the signs of the coefficients. we also declare x ≤ s x for each x ∈ G s .
409
To maintain the implication in Equation (1), we will need to check that x ≤ s y 410 implies x ≤ s+1 y. It suffices to ensure that for each x ∈ G s , the interval constraint 411 for x at stage s + 1 is contained within the interval constraint for x at stage s. k . In either case will be odd and we define r t+1 := √ p and 433 a t+1 , a t+1 ∈ Q + such that r t+1 ∈ (a t+1 , a t+1 ) ≤R and a t+1 − a t+1 < 1/2 t+1 .
434
For the other indices involved in an added dependency relation, we split into 435 cases depending on the type of relation added.
436
(1) If we add a dependency of the form b t = qb t+1 k , then we set r 
437
The action of the diagonalization strategy will ensure that we can choose 
then we will choose m 1 , m 2 ∈ N such that m 1 ≤ m 2 /n and
By Lemma 3.5 (given below), in each of these contexts, there are infinitely 447 many such choices for m 1 and m 2 satisfying the given conditions. Moreover, we can assume that m 1 and m 2 satisfy the divisibility conditions required 449 by the general group construction.
450
To explain why appropriate m 1 , m 2 ∈ N exist for the two contexts above, we 451 rely on the following fact about the reals.
452
Lemma 3.4. Let r 1 and r 2 be positive reals that are linearly independent over Q.
453
For
456
Lemma 3.5. If we are in the context of (3) (respectively (5)
and satisfy (4) (respectively (6)).
459
Proof. First, suppose we are in the context of (3). We have that b ∈ Q satisfying (6).
476
It remains to see why m 1 =m 1 (n + 1) ≤ m 2 (n + 1). Suppose
We define ≤ G on G by x ≤ G y if and only if x ≤ s y for some s. We verify 482 that ≤ G is a computable order under the assumptions that each approximate basis 483 element b s i eventually reaches a limit and that we choose our intervals and associated 484 rationals in the manner described above.
485
Lemma 3.6. The relation ≤ G is a computable order on G. Furthermore, G is clas-
486
sically isomorphic to an ordered subgroup of (R; +, 0 R ) under the standard ordering.
487
Proof. We begin by verifying the following properties of the construction.
488
(1) For every pair of elements x, y ∈ G s , if x ≤ s y, then x ≤ s+1 y.
489
(2) For each i, the limit r i := lim s r s i exists and is a rational multiple of √ p i .
490
Furthermore, once r s i reaches its limit, the rational intervals (a
t ≥ s form a nested sequence converging to r i .
492
(3) For each pair x, y ∈ G s , there is a stage t ≥ s for which either x ≤ t y or 493 y ≤ t x.
494
Proof of (1). It suffices to show that for each g ∈ G s , the interval constraint for g then a similar analysis using (4) and (6) yields that the constraint imposed by the 508 indices j, k and at stage s + 1 is contained in the constraint imposed at stage s.
509
Proof of (2). We have r immediate from the construction.
512
Proof of (3). Since x ≤ s x for all x ∈ G s , we consider distinct elements x, y ∈ G s .
513
Let t ≥ s be a stage such that x and y have reached their limiting sums and such 
526
The requirements
527
S e : Φ e total =⇒ C = Φ e to make C noncomputable are met in the standard finitary manner. The strategy
528
for S e chooses a large witness x, keeps x out of C, and waits for Φ e (x) to converge 529 to 0. If this convergence never occurs, the requirement is met because x ∈ C. If the 530 convergence does occur, then S e is met by enumerating x into C and restraining C.
531
The remaining requirements are y) is an ordering on G, then Φ C e is either ≤ G or ≤ * G . We explain how to meet a single R e in a finitary manner, leaving it to the reader 533 to assemble the complete finite injury construction in the usual manner. After 534 explaining one requirement in isolation, we examine the interaction between R e 535 strategies in detail to clarify the finitely nature of the construction.
536
To simplify the notation, we let ≤ C e be the binary relation on G computed by Φ C e .
537
We will assume throughout that ≤ has violated transitivity, then we can place a finite restraint on C to preserve these 540 computations and win R e trivially.
541
The strategy to satisfy R e is as follows. For R e , we set the basis restraint 
548
We verify such objects exist in Lemma 3.9. In the latter case, we work with the 549 ordering ≤ C * e , transforming the latter case into the former case. We therefore 550 assume that we are in the former case.
551
While waiting for these witnesses, the construction of G proceeds as in the general 
557
We say that R e is set up to diagonalize with diagonalization witness b 
565
We then wait for a stage t + 1 so that ≤ between strategies.) If these conditions hold, then we say R e has been activated 572 with potentially permanent witnesses.
573
We assume that such a stage t + 1 is found, else R e is trivially satisfied. At 
There are infinitely many rationals q ∈ (n, n + 1) ≤ R such that qr
t+1 , and (qa
and a t+1 k to be the first rationals meeting these conditions such that the assignment 583 of sums to elements of G t remains one-to-one.
584
These choices satisfy the necessary requirements for both the group construction 
We have arrived at a contradiction since we have both 0 G < 
615
This completes our description of the action of a single requirement R e .
616
In the full construction, we set up priorities between S i requirements and R e 617 requirements in the usual way. If i < e, then S i is allowed to enumerate its diago-618 nalizing witness even if it destroys a restraint imposed by R e , but if e ≤ i, then S i 619 must pick a new large witness when R e imposes a restraint.
620
There is also a potential conflict between different R e requirements. Con- 
675
To prove this claim, suppose that R e is never activated after s and that j 0 has reached its limit and there are n 0 , n 1 ∈ ω for which Therefore, R e is activated at stage v (with j = j 1 , k = k, and n = n 1 ) for the desired and n = n 0 ) for the desired contradiction. This completes the proof of the claim.
687
To complete the proof of this lemma, assume that R e is never activated after s 
694
For each even index k, we fix n 0,k ∈ ω such that
By the construction, this condition is equivalent to n 0,k r k ≤ R r 0 ≤ R (n 0,k + 1)r k .
696
Since k is even, we have (n 0,k + 1)r k − n 0,k r k = r k ≤ 1/2 k and hence
where the limits (and all limits throughout this lemma) are taken over even in-698 dices k. More generally, for each index i ∈ ω and each even index k, we fix n i,k ∈ ω 699 such that
Combining these limits, we have
We now translate these results to (G, ≤ C e ). Because R e is never activated af- 
where this inequality is interpreted as representing the corresponding inequality 709 after multiplying through by the denominators so all the coefficients are integers.
710
(Alternately, this inequality can be viewed in the divisible closure of G using the 711 fact that an order on an abelian group has a unique extension to an order on its 
Remarks and Open Questions

715
Since the construction of the presentation G and the set C is a typical finite 716 injury construction, certain modifications to the constructions are straightforward.
717
Remark 4.1. Rather than building G so that there are exactly two computable 718 orders, it is an easy modification to build exactly any even number or an infinite 719 number of computable orders (with no other C-computable orders).
720
For example, to build G with four computable orders, we double the number of R e requirements. We build a computable order ≤ 
733
Remark 4.2. We note that the computably enumerable set C cannot be complete.
734
The reason is that 0 can compute a basis for any computable torsion-free abelian 735 group G, and hence G has orders of degree 0 .
736
We also note that, as long as the construction remains finitary (both restraint 737 and injury), additional requirements on C can be added. For example, lowness re-738 quirements could be added, though this would be counter-productive (the weaker C 739 is computationally, the weaker the result).
740
Though making C computationally weak is counter-productive, we ask if it is 741 possible to make C computationally strong. Proof. We inductively show deg(X(G)) must contain at least n-many low degrees 751 for all n. Fix two linearly independent elements g, h ∈ G and let T 0 be a com- there is an order on G with (q − ε)g < h < (q + ε)g.
768
To get a third order of low degree d 2 ∈ {d 0 , d 1 }, we repeat this process to con- 
774
Continuing to repeat this process in the obvious way yields the proposition.
775
Note that this proposition also holds for other classes of degrees which form 
